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Abstract: Business Process Modeling and particularly modeling business processes
as collaborations is one of the challenges of today enterprise software development.
The industry of software development becomes more and more expensive making cru-
cial a correct translation from business idea to implementation to allow for a complete
understanding and complete exchange of information between development partici-
pants. Particularly, large established software infrastructures are critical with respect
to the integration of new components. In this paper, we describe an automated map-
ping from Single Item English Auction BPMN model to an Agent-Object Relationship
simulation towards validation of this business process. The mapping underlines the ca-
pabilities of agent-based simulations to execute business processes as well as a number
of open questions with respect of BPMN collaboration models.

1 Motivation and Related Work

The Business Process Management Initiative (BPMI) has developed a standard Business
Process Modeling Notation (BPMN) [OMG08]. The primary goal of BPMN is to provide
a notation that is readily understandable by all business users such that business processes
can be illustrated using a standard notation understandable also to business analysts that
create the initial drafts of the processes, continuing towards technical developers respon-
sible for implementing the technology that will perform those processes, and finally going
on, towards the business people who will manage and monitor those processes. A com-
plete introduction to business processes is given in [Wes07]. This work tries to narrow the
gap between two different points of view underlined by two different communities: re-
searchers with a background in formal methods interested in investigating structural prop-
erties of processes and the second group consisting of software community interested in
providing robust and scalable software systems.

However, building complex business processes on already existent enterprise infrastructure
it might be an expensive task. Usually, corporations spent millions integrating heteroge-
neous applications (otherwise known as Enterprise Application Integration or EAI). Why?
Because one of the best ways to generate more profits out of a company is to reduce the
costs of doing business.
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BPMN helps us to design a business process, but is it able to guarantee the efficiency of
the implementation?

As stated in [WG08] the BPMN notation does not have a formal behavioral semantics,
which is important in behavioral specification and behavior verification. There are sev-
eral approaches that try to overcome this inconvenience. The traditional approaches are
based upon Petri Nets (e.g. [vdAtHW03, vdAdMW06]), Event-driven Process Chains (e.g.
[DvdAtH05]) and Workflow Nets (e.g. [HTvdAW01]).

We propose a new approach for defining behavior semantics for business processes as
Agent-based simulations.

How can we validate a BPMN model with respect of its execution? In [Wes07] ( page 7)
was argued that ”business process models are the main artefacts for implementing business
processes”. In addition in [Wes07] was defined a business process management system as
”a generic software system that is driven by explicit process representations to coordinate
the enactment of business processes.” On the other side in [Woo02] was argued that ”an
agent is a computer system that is capable of independent action on behalf of its user or
owner.”. In this context at least semantically it is obvious that the generic software system
in the form of a business process management system can be in fact a multi agent system.

As far as we know the literature concerning this approach is in a starting point, [EKHA07,
EHKA07]. The first paper addresses a similar task as this work, while the second one
abandon this approach and uses a different one by trying to normalize BPMN towards a
better mapping to Petri Nets. However, the work in [EKHA07] is in a beginning stage
and is not really related to the BPMN validation but towards ”to use an intuitive graphical
process notation for designing multi-agent systems” (page 104). By contrast our work
proposes an use case investigation i.e. a BPMN mapping to an established agent-based
platform, Agent-Object Relationship (AOR) introduced in [Wag03, Wag04], with the goal
of validation of BPMN based business process models. The main research behind this
approach is to investigate if and to what extent BPMN can be executed in an agent-based
simulation environment.

There is at least one more reason, why this approach is important and adequate. According
to [Wes07] ”a business process consists of a set of activities that are performed in coor-
dination in an organizational and technical environment” (page 5). Moreover, Service
Oriented Architectures (SOA) and business process modeling go hand in hand. Very often
the activities modeled within BPMN models are typically implemented as services. The
relationship between agent-based simulation environments and services is a critical one
since may help understanding organizational models as services.

2 Single Item English Auction

Automated negotiations including here electronic auctions are very well suited to be mod-
eled with BPMN and also with rules, and research focused on defining and on development
of protocols and strategies to be used in multi agent systems that are to perform negotia-
tions [BPJ02], [BPJ03], [JFL+01],[Kra97]. The distinction between the negotiation mech-
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anism and negotiation strategies is their access modifier. The access modifier refers to the
fact that rules describing the negotiation mechanism are public and rules defining behavior
or strategies are private, they belong to agents. Auctions are a form of negotiation mecha-
nism for electronic commerce discussed also in many papers such as [RE05], [WWW01],
[WWW02].

English auction also called Open-outcry auction is an ascending type of auction. It is
an important type of auction discussed in a wide range of papers such as [DASK02],
[DRS+05], [BGW06], and we consider that the subject is far from being finished. In Single
Item English auction only one item is sold at a time. Bidding is open; all participants bid
against each other openly. Each successive bid must be higher than the old one. The seller
begins the auction by asking for bids at a low price. Buyers bid against each other by
raising the price, until only one willing buyer remains.

2.1 The BPMN Model

The model presented in Figure 1 is based on the protocol defined in [BPJ02], [BPJ03] for
multi agent systems and underlines that agent models can be modeled with BPMN. The
model consists of three pools: Seller, AuctionHost and Bidder. Usually in an
auction participate more bidders, but for simplicity the BPMN diagram (1) shows us only
one.

An auction is started by the Seller with the AuctionRequest activity. This activity
creates a process starting message to be consumed by the AuctionHost. The message
transports both the sellerID and startPrice of the auction. After that the seller’s
process waits for the AuctionHost’s AuctionCreationRequestResponsemes-
sage.

Bidders have to be admitted to the auction i.e. they must do admission requests and wait
for confirmations.

So following the same pattern (as in the AuctionRequest activity), bidders send
RequestAdmissionToAuction and receive an admission confirmation
(AllowToAuctionMessage) or a denial in the form of a DenyAccessToAuction
message.

Periodically, bidders post bids (Bid) to the AuctionHost until they receive
AuctionEndNotificationB messages.

Inside of the AuctionHost pool a similar activity is taking place (processBid). It
consists of receiving bids and processing them. A bid processing ends up by sending a
BidStatus message containing the currentHighestPrice of the auction, so the
agents could raise the bid, in the next cycle.

An auction is finished when the auction time expires and all the participants are notified.
After the auction end, the AuctionHost has no other tasks to perform. The auction
notification messages are different from seller and bidders. A seller auction end noti-
fication message (AuctionEndNottificationS) contains the auctionStatus,
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Figure 1: BPMN model of Single Item English Auction
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currentHighestPrice and winnerID. The bidders’ auction end notification mes-
sage (AuctionEndNottificationB) content is slightly different since it transports
only the auctionStatus and sellerID.

In the seller pool the auction end notification message precedes 2 tasks, namely the
SendPaymentDetails and SendProducts. The whole process ends up after the
winning bidder receives its products and performs the payment, and the sellers receives
the money.

The reader may notice that for modeling English auctions was enough to use the service
interaction patterns as they are described in [Wes07] (page 249) i.e. Send pattern, Receive
pattern, Send and Receive pattern, One-to-many send pattern, One-from-many receive
pattern.

2.2 Agent-Object-Relationship Model

In [Wag03] was argued that ”semantics of business processes may be more adequately
captured if the specific business agents associated with the involved events and actions
are explicitly represented in the information systems in addition to passive business ob-
jects” (page 1). In addition, Agent-Object Relationship offers high-level abstraction that
facilitate modeling, expressing and actually simulating concepts and interaction between
agents. According to [Wag03] an entity is either an agent, an event, an action, a claim, a
commitment, or an ordinary object. AOR models mainly reactive agents having the state
represented by a knowledge base and its behavior modeled by means of actions and re-
action rules. The visual language represents agents by using a modified UML package
representation. Yet there is an obvious difference, emphasized by two rectangles that are
below the agent name. The left rectangle comprises the self belief properties of an agent,
or it’s subjective properties. The right rectangle comprises the agent’s objective properties,
those properties characterized by physical attributes, those that follow causality rules. The
body of the agent can encapsulate beliefs about other entities, events, actions and rules.
The reaction rules (or Event-Condition-Action Rules) are rules of the form

ON <Event> IF <logical-condition> THEN DO <actions>

They are represented graphically as a circle with an internal label RR and a rule identifier
attached to it. There are two kinds of incoming arrows (condition arrows and event arrows)
and two kinds of outgoing arrows (action arrows and postcondition arrows).

2.2.1 The Seller

Single Item English Auctions have one seller as agent. The Seller (see Figure 2) is
a reactive agent having the following internal properties: startPrice, endPrice,
inventory, cash, winnerID, auctionID and auctionStatus. The agent be-
havior is modeled by reactions rules as following:

RULE "AR"
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Figure 2: The Seller Agent Model

ON StartAuction(?ev)
IF Seller(?Seller) AND ?ev.occurenceTime == 1
THEN
DO AuctionRequest(?Seller.sellerID, ?Seller.startPrice)

RULE "ACRR"
ON AuctionCreationRequestResponse(?ev)
IF Seller(?Seller)
THEN DO (?Seller.sellerID = ?ev.auctionID,

?Seller.auctionStatus = ?ev.auctionStatus
)

RULE "AE"
ON AuctionEndNotificationS(?ev)
IF Seller(?Seller)
THEN DO (?Seller.auctionStatus = ev.auctionStatus,

?Seller.winnerID = ?ev.winnerID,
?Seller.endPrice = ?ev.currentHighestPrice
)

RULE "SPD"
ON AuctionEndNotificationS(?ev)
IF Seller(?Seller)
THEN DO SendPaymentDetails()

RULE "SPr"
ON AuctionEndNotificationS(?ev)
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Figure 3: The Bidder Agent Model

IF Seller(?Seller)
THEN DO SendProducts(?Seller.inventory)

RULE "RP"
ON SendPayment(?ev)
IF Seller(?Seller)
THEN DO ?Seller.cash = ?Seller.cash + ?ev.cash

2.2.2 The Bidder

Single Item English Auctions have one or more bidders as agents. The Bidder (see Fig-
ure 3) is a reactive agent having the following internal properties: inventory, cash,
currentHighestPrice, sellerID, bidRate, auctionID, and auctionStatus.
Its behavior is governed by the following ECA rules:

RULE "RAA"
ON InternalEvent(?ev)
IF Bidder(?Bidder)
THEN DO AdmissionRequest(?Bidder.bidderID)

RULE "AA"
ON AllowToAuction(?ev)
IF Bidder(?Bidder)
THEN DO (?Bidder.auctionID = ?ev.auctionID,

?Bidder.auctionStatus =?ev.auctionStatus,
?Bidder.currentHighestPrice = ?ev.currentHighestPrice

)

RULE "B"
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ON PeriodicTimeEvent(?ev)
IF Bidder(?Bidder)

AND
?bid = ?Bidder.currentHighestPrice + ?Bidder.bidRate

THEN DO Bid(?Bidder.bidderID, ?bid)

RULE "BS"
ON BidStatus(?ev)
IF Bidder(?Bidder)
THEN DO (?Bidder.currentHighestPrice = ?ev.currentHighestPrice)

RULE "AE"
ON AuctionEndNotificationB(?ev)
IF Bidder(?Bidder)
THEN DO (?Bidder.auctionStatus =?ev.auctionStatus,

?Bidder.sellerID = ?ev.sellerID
)

RULE "RPr"
ON SendProducts(?ev)
IF Bidder(?Bidder)
THEN DO (?Bidder.inventory = ?Bidder.inventory + ?ev.products)

RULE "RPD"
ON SendPaymentDetails(?ev)
IF Bidder(?Bidder)
THEN DO SendPayment(?Bidder.cash)

2.2.3 The Environment

According with [Wag04] the state of an Agent-based Discrete Event Simulation system
consists of:

• The simulated time,

• The environment state representing:

– The non-agentive environment (as a collection of objects) and

– The external states of all agents (e.g., their physical state, their geographic
position etc.),

• The internal agent states (e.g., representing perceptions, beliefs, memory, goals),

• A (possibly empty) list of future events.

In Single Item English Auctions the host is responsible with the bidders and seller co-
ordination therefore it is clear that the AuctionHost is suitable to be modeled as the
agent environment. The environment model is depicted in Figure 4 and consists of: (i)
The Seller agent (see Figure 2), (ii) The Bidder agents (see Figure 3), (iii) The Auction,
(iv) The environment behavior rules:

RULE "CA"
ON AuctionRequest(?ev)
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Figure 4: The Environment Model

IF Auction(?A)
THEN DO (?A.auctionStatus = 1,

?A.currentHighestPrice = ?ev.startPrice,
?A.sellerID = ?ev.sellerID
)

AuctionCreationRequestResponse(?A.auctionID,
?A.auctionStatus)

RULE "AtA"
ON AdmissionRequest(?ev)
IF Auction(?A) AND NOT(?A.bidders.contains(?ev.bidderID))
THEN DO (?A.bidders.add(?ev.bidderID))

AllowToAuction(?A.auctionID,
?A.currentHighestPrice,
?A.auctionStatus)

RULE "B"
ON Bid(?ev)
IF Auction(?A) AND ?ev.bid > ?A.currentHighestPrice
THEN DO (?A.currentHighestPrice = ?ev.bid

?A.winnerID = ?ev.bidderID
)

RULE "BS"
ON ExogenousEvent(?ev)
IF Auction(?A)
THEN DO BidStatus(?A.currentHighestPrice)

RULE "AE"
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Figure 5: Mapping Activities to Reaction Rules

ON ExogenousEvent(?ev)
IF Auction(?A) AND ?ev.occurrenceTime >= ?A.auctionTime
THEN DO (?A.auctionStatus = 0)

AuctionEndNotificationB(?A.bidders,
?A.auctionStatus,
?A.sellerID)

AuctionEndNotificationS(?A.auctionStatus,
?A.currentHighestPrice,
?A.winnerID)

3 Mapping Auction BPMN Model to AOR Model

The validation of a BPMN process model with the help of multi agent system simula-
tions requires a mapping between BPMN models and multi agent systems models. Some
steps towards were already done in our previous work [PGW09] where the Agent-Object
Relationship simulation has been modeled as a BPMN model.

In an agent based simulation the agents are the main entities of the system. The BPMN
1.1 specification [OMG08] states that ”a pool represents a participant in a process” (page
43). It may also contain lanes to partition activities. Lanes are sub-partitions of pools. For
the simple case a pool should naturally be mapped to an agent. It is the case for Seller
and Bidder.

The agent properties are artifacts for storing data The BPMN models offer only Data
Object and Annotations as artifacts. The mapping investigates how can be used such
artifacts to model agents properties. The central point of agents behavior is declaratively
modeled by means of agent reaction rules. By contrast BPMN models express flows by
means of events, activities and gateways.
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3.1 Mapping the Seller and the Bidders

The Seller properties are derived from BPMN objects available in the Seller lane.
For example since sellerID and startPrice are sent by the Seller to Auction-
Host they are suitable candidates as agent properties (see Figure 2). This is similar with
endPrice, inventory, cash, winnerID, auctionID, and auctionStatus.

Much more complex issues are raised when we map the flow to agent reaction rules. Suit-
able candidates to identify agent rules are BPMN activities and gateways. It is obvious to
assume that any BPMN activity is started by an event and ends with an event, even these
events might not be explicitly modeled in the BPMN model.

For example the AuctionRequest activity is the origin of the Seller agent reaction
rule "AR" (see Section 2.2.1). The Figure 5 show us the intuitive mapping.

Another significant mapping example involves BPMN gateways. The Figure 6 illustrate
this mapping. We can see the need of a much better specification of
AuctionEndNotifiationS (such as specifying its properties) to be encoded in a
proper AOR event.

The Bidder is very similar with the Seller and follows the same mapping principles.
Recall, in the auction can be many bidders but all of them maps to the same agent type.

The Bidder has a loop construction that comprises the Bid activity and the incoming
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message BidStatus. The mapping is depicted in Figure 7. It must be underlined the
fact that in AOR simulations the Bidder loop as well as the AuctionHost loop can not
exist without each other. The Bidder posts bids periodically and receives BidStatus
messages periodically because these are sent periodically by the AuctionHost. Now
the AuctionHost sends periodically because itself receives bids periodically. So the
two loops are maintaining each other.

3.2 Mapping the AuctionHost

Any agent-based simulation system has an environment where the agents perform. The
main question is how to distinguish between pools that have to be mapped to agents and
pools that have to be mapped to environment. In our use case AuctionHost is suitable to
be modeled as the environment. However since the mapping should be done automatically,
we have to underline another question for further research: Is the graphical syntactical
representation in the form of a BPMN model enough so that a computer program be able
to make the right choice? If not what would be the necessary annotations that have to be
added to the BPMN models in order to facilitate this distinction?

The two loops from the AuctionHost and Bidder are modeled in AOR model by
means of periodic time events, as already explained in Section 3.1.

Mapping AuctionHost introduces two time-related problems: BPMN timers, and tim-
ing for events. Time is very important to multi agent systems. Usually agent based systems
are discrete with respect to time. However is not completely clear how BPMN deals with
time events. In AOR, which is an agent based discrete event simulation, system timers can
be modeled either as periodic time events (time events internal to agents), or as exogenous
events (when such timers refer to the environment). In our use case the timer event from
the AuctionHost is mapped into an ExogenousEvent (Figure 8).
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3.3 A Discussion on Patterns

Recall that the Single Item English Auction use the following patterns: Send pattern,
Receive pattern, Send and Receive pattern, One-to-many send pattern, and One-from-
many receive pattern.

We will discuss only the Send and Receive pattern since is the correlated combination
of Send pattern, Receive pattern. This pattern involves in the both pools that are part
of the conversation an activity and a message. However in different order. For the auc-
tion creation situation, the Seller performs activity AuctionRequest. This activity
is followed by the AuctionCreationRequestResponse incoming message from
the AuctionHost. Opposed the AuctionHost first receives the AuctionRequest
incoming message and then performs activity createAuction. Notice that in both
cases activities are started by an event. In the AOR model this pattern comprises 3 rules.
Two rules (AR, ACRR) belonging to the seller, and one rule in the environment (CA). The
environment rule CA is started by the incoming message AuctionRequest. The
rule ends up by sending the message AuctionCreationRequestResponse (see
Figure 4). While in the BMPN model the activity AuctionRequest is preceded by a
statring event in the AOR model we have the rule AR belonging to the Seller triggered
by the StartAuction event. This rule actually performs the action of posting the mes-
sage AuctionRequest. The second rule belonging to the Seller that completes the
pattern is ACRR. This one is triggered by the incoming
AuctionCreationRequestResponse message from the environment. Notice that
the order of the rules is Seller:AR -> environment:CA -> Seller:ACRR. While
this order in the BPMN model is imposed by the flow arrows, in the agent based simulation
this is imposed by the order of the messages.

The One-to-many send pattern and One-from-many receive pattern mapping process is
similar. The difference occurs by the fact that actually several messages are sent or re-
ceived from/to different agents.

4 Conclusion and Future Work

The paper here underlined facts and open issues about execution and validation of BPMN
process models as agent based simulations. It explained why such an approach is suitable
and which are the gains and identified some open issues. The open questions identified
such as (a) ”How to distinguish between different categories of pools i.e. to be mapped to
agents or to environment?”, (b) ”What are properties/metadata that help the distinction?”,
or (c) ”How complete is BPMN such that a computer program be able to make the right
choice?”, as well as mapping other BPMN identified patterns to agent based constructs
and, in addition, the timing problems are starting points for future research.
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